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1/2. Statista, March 2020

1 Overview of Overseas Market Segments 

for the Consumer Electronics Category

1.1 Overall Scale

In 2020, the total global e-commerce sales for consumer electronics reached $426.238 billion. 

With a compound annual growth rate of 7.3%, that figure is projected to reach $565.345 billion 

by 2024. 
1

1.2 Online Sales Share Growth

The share of online consumption is increasing year by year, from around 36% in 2019 to a 

projected level of 50% by 2024. 
2
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3 Amazon US Retail Ecommerce Sales, eMarketer, 2020

Amazon sales in the US are growing rapidly, reaching $222.62 in 2019 and $302.36 in 2021. 
3

1.3 Performance of Different Market Segments
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In Europe marketplaces such as Italy, Germany, the United Kingdom, and France, more than half 

of the survey respondents have Amazon Prime accounts. 
4

4. Internet Users in Select Countries in Europe Who Have an Amazon Prime Account, Periscope By McKinsey, 2018

5. BCG Retail

The Consumer Electronics category in Japan is growing rapidly, with leading local brands growth 

rate reaching 100%, and some overseas brands reaching growth rates of more than 150%. 
5

https://www.bcnretail.com/market/detail/20200708_181257.html
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2 Customer Profiles for Overseas 

Customers in Consumer Electronics

2.1 Customer Populations

In terms of consumer electronics consumption capacity, the US is still ahead of the pack, 

reaching an average cost of $764.95 per user in 2020 (the global average of $212.58). Consumer 

Electronics is the most frequently purchased category. 
6

At the time of purchase, the top two factors that influence the purchasing decision of US customers 

are reliable quality and ease of use, while the price factor ranks third, followed by the individual 

characteristics of the product.
7

6 Statista

7. Factors that US Internet Users Consider Important When Purchasing Electronic Devices, Adobe Digital Index, 2019
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In terms of online consumption turnover, online consumption turnover in North America as a whole 

is expected to account for 88% of total turnover in 2023. Online consumption in Europe is expected 

to account for 52% of total turnover in 2023. In Japan, trends indicate that 31% of consumption 

will be generated by online consumption. 
8

In terms of customer groups, online consumer electronics products in the US are mainly 

purchased by men, and the age group is concentrated between 35-54 years old.
9

In the UK, 

online consumer electronics purchases are also mainly made by me, and the age group is 

concentrated between 16-44 years old. 
10

The main customer base in Germany is between 25-44 

years old. 
11

8. Statista

9. Product Categories US Digital Buyers Have Purchased Digitally in the Past Month, eMarketer, 2019

10/11. What Products/Services Do Consumers in Great Britain Purchase Digitally? eMarketer, 2019

https://www.emarketer.com/chart/233680/product-categories-us-digital-buyers-have-purchased-digitally-past-month-dec-2019-of-respondents-by-demographic
https://www.emarketer.com/chart/230486/what-productsservices-do-consumers-great-britain-purchase-digitally-of-respondents-by-age-april-2019
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• Family-centered customer demand will become a new trend in the future, and sellers should consider 

the resulting trends in work and study habits.

Family life has become the core consumption scenario for many customers. As a result, categories 

such as Home+Office, Home+Education, Home+Entertainment, Home+Fitness and Home+Safety have 

all ushered in a wave of hot sales, and the continuous introduction of new smart products and 5G network 

upgrades are in sight. Many such are expected Home+ scenes will continue to grow and will become the 

new normal.

• With the rise of social media influencers and live streaming, related products have seen an explosion 

of sales.

Sales in categories that have been touted by influencers and live streams have grown rapidly in the past three 

years. Sales of single products have skyrocketed, and sellers have huge room for development.

• Popular new products have appeared in the smart device category, and the future development 

prospects are huge.

Currently, customer demand for smart devices is concentrated in voice interaction and smart 

interconnection related categories. Popular products have appeared in derivative sectors such as 

wearable tech, smart home, smart transportation, smart medical care, and smart work, and we are 

not far from the next generation of all-round smart life and smart travel.

Suggestions for sellers

• Plan new product releases in advance in conjunction with promotion nodes.

The Consumer Electronics category updates relatively quickly, and sales are mostly concentrated in the 

traditional promotion season in the third and fourth quarters. Therefore, sellers need to act according to 

their own advantages, follow trends, utilize major promotion nodes, plan new product launch plans, 

coordinate the supply chain, launch new products, and carry out some word-of-mouth and traffic in a 

product’s early stages, ultimately helping to make big sales during the promotional season.

• Product compliance and patent issues require special attention.

Consumer electronics products have strict product performance and compliance requirements, and 

certification requirements vary from country to country. Sellers should pay special attention to meeting 

the relevant compliance requirements when selecting suppliers and products. Patent issues are also 

something that need special attention for consumer electronics products. In the past, there have been many 

cases where losses were caused by patent issues, so sellers must carefully check if there for hidden dangers of 

patent conflicts on the target marketplace when launching products.

3 Trends in Consumer Electronics from 

2020-2021
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Tablets

As work-from-home and study-from-home become more normalized, tablets have 

become an important tool for work, study, and play. The upcoming back-to-school 

season will further drive demand, and sales will continue to rise.

Customer concerns:

• The length of standby time (whether it can exceed 6 hours);

• Whether screen resolution is high or low (1080p or 2K);

• Whether the external volume is high.

Price range: $200-400

Top selling market segments: US, Europe

4 In-depth Analysis Hot Selling Products 

Overseas in the Consumer Electronics 

Category in 2021

4.1 Tablets and Accessories
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Kid’s Tablets

Sales in this niche category are growing rapidly. No major brands occupy a monopoly 

position, and customer behavior has not yet matured, so it is a suitable category for 

factory-type sellers with high-quality products to enter. For Japanese sellers, having the 

ability to develop software for children's tablets under the Android system will become 

essential for maintaining competitiveness.

Customer concerns:

• Unique appearance, closer to children's aesthetics;

• Smaller size, portable;

• A simple operating system suitable for children;

• Has parental management functions;

• Safety: The design can take into account the safety of the production materials so 

as not to scratch the child's skin, and at the same time consider problems such as 

preserving eyesight and sitting posture. It may include a corresponding design 

plan to ensure the safety of the child;

• If you can authorize popular IP’s, such as Disney or Marvel, it will greatly help 

drive sales.

Price range: $70-120, £57-98

Top selling market segments: US, Europe
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Computer Monitors

The main application scenarios are for office use as well as for home office and 

entertainment needs. Currently, the mainstream configuration on the Japanese 

marketplace is light and thin with 4K HD and a Thunderbolt interface.

Customer concerns: Suitable for working from home, mobile, high resolution

Price range: JPY 9,000-20,000

Top selling market segment: Japan
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Security & Surveillance

Security surveillance camera brands are fairly scattered, and customers focus on products more 

than brand names. It is suitable for traditional security surveillance manufacturers to transition 

into consumer security e-commerce, as well as for e-commerce businesses who already have a 

rich selection of consumer electronics.

Customer concerns:

• High pixel count, higher resolution, night camera capability, battery life, integrated app

remote control, easy to install and use (clear and easy to understand 

instructions), free cloud storage support, voice interaction, simple and stylish 

appearance, micro-innovations (such as integrating solar panels to store electricity);

• Outdoor cameras have higher requirements for wide angle lenses, night camera 

performance, durability of housing materials (dustproof, waterproof, UV proof), and 

battery durability;

• Product security and privacy requirements: products must to comply with GDPR

rules, and products in the IPC category must adopt standard AES encryption, use a 

dynamic key, and security level must be up to date;

• Transmission stability: The product must use Tuya's self-developed P2P technology, and 

should be optimized through a number of IPC special technologies. Even if the P2P

connection fails, the system will forward the server to ensure that the connection is 

smooth and compatible with WebRTC protocol and supports cloud to cloud docking;

• Video latency: The product needs to have low latency and high stability when 

recording video;

• Image effect: The product needs to have a stable sensor (detection sensor) and a high-

quality infrared fill light, which can ensure the image effect of various scenes around 

the clock, so sellers can select major controllers and sensors;

• Alexa integration: Whether the product can fully access Alexa, takes the lead on 

WebRTC, and whether it can implement a two-way zero-delay intercom between

echoshows the product still needs to go through the IPC category green channel for

WWA certification and support for FFS functionality.

Price range: $25-38 indoor, $49-79 outdoor, vs. Alexa docks $99-199

Top selling market segments: US, Europe
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2-way Radios

2-way radios are often used in cars and outdoors, especially in the US, where this category 

is in high demand.

Customer concerns: Size, portability, waterproof rating, ruggedness, number of channels, 

output wattage, channel activity search, overfrequency range, maximum communication range 

and corresponding environment (sea, forest, town), amplification, radio and silent mode 

adjustment, weather alert function, maximum use time, charging mode and time, 

packing list, instruction manual, non-home use, small business use

Price range: $30-60

Top selling market segment: US

Cordless Home Phones

Customer concerns: Examples of application scenarios (night vision), backlight and 

volume adjustment, display memory, visual ringtone indicator, speaker (noise 

cancellation), out of range warning, gap compatibility, contact memory, call recording, call 

length, standby time, harassment phone call blocking, alarm clock reminder, mobile 

phone sync function, list of products in the package

Price range: £30-90

Top selling market segment: Europe

4.2 Security Communications
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True Wireless Stereos

Wireless bluetooth headsets have seen an explosive growth in sales in the past two years, and 

growth is predicted to continue as the technology continues to improve. What sellers need 

to note is that there are two major difficulties with wireless bluetooth headphones: 

battery life and sound quality. If you can guarantee these two points and maintain good cost 

performance, it will be easier to stand out among the fierce competition. In addition, sellers should 

pay attention to Bluetooth headphone branding.  Good cost performance and user experience can 

be bolstered by a popular brand that attracts users, which can also bring stronger user 

stickiness when new products are launched.

Customer concerns:

• Portability and comfort of the product;

• Battery life;

• Sound quality.

Price range: $39.99-59.99, £32.6-48.9

Top selling market segments: US, Europe 

Headphones

Customer concerns: size, weight, suitable for use in crowds and other environments, audio 

connectivity, transmission/noise reduction technology, sound quality volume (surround 

sound/stereo/mix/multichannel/bass), maximum usage time, charging method and time, 

standby time, waterproof level and wading environment, human body engineering 

(safety/environmental/anti-fatigue), comfort

Price range: $20-40, JPY 3,000-20,000

Top selling market segments: US, Japan

4.3 Headphones
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TV Mounts

Consumer concerns: stand material, weight, non-deformable, durable, support for 

maximum TV load and screen size, adjustable angle and length, package contents 

and installation instructions (adjustable distance between holes), estimated 

installation time, suitable environments, mounting method

Price range: $30-100

Top selling market segment: US

TV Cards

Application scenarios include home entertainment and online class recording. The 

mainstream configuration is 1080p, HDMI input with USB 3.0 and built-in video 

recording software.

Customer concerns: Meets the needs of home entertainment, can be used for online 

course videos, has fast connection and large capacity

Price range: JPY 10,000-15,000

Top selling market segment: Japan

4.4 Home Entertainment
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Radios

Digital Frames

The digital frame category is growing rapidly, and sellers have a lot of room to grow. 

Small and medium-sized sellers can expand their share in this category through 

expanding their product’s characteristics. Your ability to drive technological 

innovation are essential for this matter. Overseas customers expect sellers to develop 

products that are compatible with photos as well as video and audio, have high 

resolution, and update software regularly.

Customer concerns: Pixel count, resolution parameters, large memory, intelligent 

interconnection (cloud connection), strong compatibility, intelligent voice interaction, 

easy printer linkage

Price range: $99-399 (The price range of electronic photo frames is relatively wide, 

and there are plenty of choices that vary greatly in complexity of features. Thus,

there are corresponding target customers in different price ranges)

Top selling market segment: US

Customer concerns: number of radio channels, digital display, number of stations 

stored, battery removable, maximum playback time, automatic sleep timing, multi-

function audio support (Bluetooth, CD, USB), radio signal conditioning, sound quality 

volume adjustment, usable in a crowd, portability, suitable environments

Price range: £30-100

Top selling market segment: Europe
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Ring Lights & Studio Recording Kits

Ring lights and studio recording kits have performed well among consumer electronic 

accessories, and sales have grown strongly in the past three years. Users in this category 

mainly use these accessories to shoot videos for video shoots, personal live streams, and 

telecommuting. Customers don't have strong brand stickiness for this category and 

sellers can use A+ pages and brand flagship stores to attract and convert traffic.

Customer concerns:

• Adaptability (suitable for most mobile phones and video cameras);

• Equipped with storage equipment, easy to move and carry;

• The bracket uses excellent alloy materials to provide good stability without 

increasing weight;

• Quality assurance of LED light rings (high hertz non-flashing screen, brightness, 

color selection, product lifespan);

• Stand adjustments and categories: Floor/desk usable, height/angle adjustment 

options.

Price range: $23-99, £19-81, JPY 3,000-7,000

Top selling market segments: US, Europe, Japan 

4.5 Webcams
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Holders/Mounts

This category has some of the highest traffic. The products are mainly used for live 

personal live streams, telecommuting, and mobile film watching. Sellers need to know the 

mainstream phone models that are popular in the market and match accordingly. 

Customer concerns: Adsorption method, adsorption force, suitable adsorption position, 

convenient installation, size/model suitable for fixed equipment, installation instructions, 

multi-angle/height/length adjustment, ergonomic design, easy installation and 

disassembly, support for data cable (interface model)/Bluetooth connection

Price range: $8-30, JPY 1,500-2,800

Top selling market segments: US, Japan

Background Screens

This category has high traffic, rapid growth, and great potential. It is mainly used as a 

virtual background for video shooting and live streaming, but also for online meetings 

and courses.

Customer concerns: Japanese houses are generally small, so compact products are 

more popular. As frequent disassembly and assembly may be required, sellers are 

advised to design products that are easy to assemble, lightweight, easy to store, and 

have strong stability

Price range: JPY 1,500-5,000

Top selling market segment: Japan
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Wearable Tech

Whether it’s Home+Entertainment, Home+Office, or Home+Fitness, smart wearable devices have 

brought great convenience to customers, and their sales have grown significantly. Shipments 

from local sellers on various sites were affected to a certain extent in the second quarter of 2020, 

which also brought opportunities for sellers.

Customer concerns:

• Brand: There is no shortage of loyal fans of major mainstream brands among first-tier 

brands, while second-tier brands and third-tier brands fight fiercely every year;

• Styling: The smart wear industry has developed a “classic and sought after” appearance, 

and second-tier brands with good sales performance tend to have a unified design style;

• Cost-effective: Due to the popularity of customization, industry thresholds and costs 

have been greatly reduced. Good and inexpensive products have a positive reputation in 

the European and American markets, and customer requirements for cost performance 

have also increased accordingly;

• Intelligent connectivity: A large number of wearables that integrate Alexa speech recognition 

function are reaching the masses, and voice interaction may be the next breakthrough 

point in smart devices;

• Product features: Body/strap material, weight, body/strap size, strap adjustability, 

processor model and computing capacity, screen model and features, adaptation 

system, main sensor functions (GPS/ECG/Bluetooth/microphone/speaker/activity 

trajectory tracking/health test/gyroscope/map navigation, etc.), battery life, charging modes 

and time, waterproof rating.

Price range: $180-300 (first-line brand smartwatch) /JPY 23,268-38,780; $29.9-39.9 (third-tier

smartwatch/bracelet) /3865 - JPY 5158; $9-15 (Peripherals)/JPY 1163 - 1939 

Top selling market segments: US, Japan

4.6 Wearable Tech
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Customer concerns: Adaptation interface, application and compatible equipment, 

transmission speed, sound quality level, conductor material and transmission effect, 

interface connection material (corrosion resistant gold plating), anti-loosening, anti-

oxidation, anti-interference, excellent signal transmission, outer protective material (PVC 

), not easy to tangle, wear resistance, high temperature resistance, extended service life, cable 

length, portability, recommended application scenarios, package contents

Price range: £6-10

Top selling market segment: Europe

Desktop Charger/Cradle

Customer concerns: Wireless charging speed, adaptable cable interface and charging 

device, adapting to charging environment (power waves transmit charging power directly 

through the protective case, rubber/plastic/ TPU, housing thickness is smaller than 5mm, 

metal accessories or cards will prevent charging), built-in overheat protection and short 

circuit protection, LED indicator, small footprint, portability, stand material, package 

contents

Price range: £10-30

Top selling market segment: Europe

4.7 Other Accessories

Audio Video Cables
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Screen Protectors

Customer concerns: Compatible phone models, light transmittance, material type, 

coating technology, hardness, impact resistance, smooth/matte surface, touch 

sensitivity, anti-peeping, scratch and abrasion resistant, fingerprint, waterproof, 

natural adsorption, reusable, explosion-proof and splash-proof treatment, easy 

installation, not easy to form bubbles, package contents, installation instructions

Price range: JPY 1,000-1,500

Top selling market segment: Japan
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5 Product Compliance Certification 

Requirements for the Consumer 

Electronics Category

5.1 Product Compliance Certification Requirements

Amazon's top three market segments of Europe, US and Japan have certification standards of 

products in the Consumer Electronics category.

5.2 Industrial Belt Information

Mainly concentrated in the Pearl River Delta region, electronic products are updated quickly, and the 

industry can flexibly produce products that match customer needs. 

5.3 Product and Patent Requirements

In the design and production of products, you should actively prevent restrictions on subsequent 

product sales due to infringement of utility patents and design patents.

5.4 Supply Chain Requirements

A complete and mature production system should be in place and the factory/supply chain must have 

ISO certification. The products must meet the corresponding product certification in the country 

where it is sold.

5.5 Logistics Requirements

For products containing lithium batteries, pay attention to the requirements of shipping 

headway logistics for such products, subject to the headway service company used.
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Resources to help you in find the right products

Follow us on Facebook

for more tips, webinars, and seller events

Product Opportunity Explorer (OX)

Product research is both a science and an art. The good news is that

the science is greatly aided by data - data on what customers are

searching, how many products compete for those keywords, how

many reviews they have, whether they run-out-of-stock often. 

Amazon's Product Opportunity Explorer tool gives you access to rich, 

accurate customer demand data so you know the WHY as well as the WHAT. 

Visit our website

for more tips on product research

Click here to learn more about OX Click here to sign up

Research customer demand signals 

via keyword search data, and filter 

for the highest search volume or 

highest growth keywords

Discover unmet & 

underserved demand

Look for product niches, review 

competitive products in key niches 

to identify opportunities for 

differentiation

Find niche opportunities

Find data on how many brands and 

products compete in the same 

space, their average pricing, reviews 

and even out-of-stock rates

Assess competition

https://sell.amazon.com.sg/north-america/what-to-sell?ld=IRSGSOAProductCategoryGuides
https://www.facebook.com/agssea
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.html?itemID=NJ4YRTXWLMBY38U/?ref_=sdsg_soa_what-to-sell_pox_i
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/on-board/workflow/Registration/?ref_=sdsg_soa_what-to-sell_pox-start_i
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.html?itemID=NJ4YRTXWLMBY38U/?ref_=sdsg_soa_what-to-sell_pox_i
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/on-board/workflow/Registration/?ref_=sdsg_soa_what-to-sell_pox-start_i
https://www.facebook.com/agssea
https://sell.amazon.com.sg/north-america/what-to-sell?ld=IRSGSOAProductCategoryGuides

